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OSCILLA冗ON THEORY FOR A CLASS OF SECOND ORDER

QUASILINEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

E. THANDAPANI AND R. ARUL

Abstract. In this paper the authors establish necessary and sufficient conditons for the second
order quasilinear difference equation

6(an(6Yn)"•) + f(n, Yn+d = 0, n E N(no) (E)

to have various types of nonoscillatory solutions. In addition, in the case when (E) is either
strongly superlinear or strongly sublinear, they establish necessary and su伍c1ent conditions for
all solutions to oscillate.

1. Introduction

Determining oscillation criteria for difference equations has attracted a great deal of
attention in the last several years see, for example [1, 6, 7, 9-11, 13-16] and the references
contained therein. In this paper we study the oscillatory and nonoscillatory behavior of
solutions of quasilinear difference equations of the type

L.(an(L.yn)°·+ f(n, Yn-t-1) = 0, n E N(no), (1)

where (6.Yn严 ＝偽y謂sgn6yn, N(no) = 柘0, n0 + l, ... } , n0 E N = {0, 1, 2, ...} , 6 is
the forward difference operator defined by 6.yn = Yn+l - Yn, {an} is a real sequence with
an > 0 for all n E N(no), 立二 。a;:11°'< oo, a> O is a constant and f: N(no) x R~R
is continuous uf() 1s nondecreasm m u for each fixedn,u > 0 for u =JO and f(n,u)·g
n E N(no).

By a solution of equation (1) we mean a nontrivial sequence {yn} satisfying (1) for
all n E N(n0). A solution區} is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive
nor eventually negative, and nonoscillatory otherwise.

First, a classification into three classes of nonoscillatory solutions of equation (1) is
given according to their asymptotic behavior as n -* oo, and conditions arc obtained for
each of the three classes to be nonempty. Next, Criteria are presented for characterising
the oscillation of all solutions of equation (1) with the strongly superlinear or strongly
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sublinear condition. The results, in conjunction with the results obtained in [12] for
equation (1) with 屆} satisfying E~=n。际-1/o: = oo, provide a natural generalization of
the oscillation theory so far developed for the equation

6.(anD.Yn) + f (n, Yn-t-1) = 0

beginning with Hooker and Patula 圍 ，Kulenovic and Bndinccvic [5], He [4l, Szmanda
[8] and Zhang [17]. Examples which dwell upon the importance of our results are also
included.

2. Nonoscillation Theorems

We begin by classifying all possible nonoscillatory solutions of equation (1) according
to their asymptotic behavior at infinity. This classification is based on the following
Lemma.

Lemma 1. If 區} is a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), then there exists
positive constants c1, c2 and n1 E N(no) such that

C17]。(n)~IYnl~Cz for n E N(ni) (2)

where
00

n。(n) =芝 a;;I/a
s=n

(3)

Proof. Let 區} be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), and without loss of
generality, assume that 伍} is eventually positive. Then {an (6.yn严} is eventually
decreasing, so {6.yn} is eventually of constant sign. If 6.yn > 0 for n E N(n1) for some
n1 乏 no, then an(6.yn)°'::; an1 (6.yn1)°'for n E N(n1), so

6.yn ::;
(an1)1/°'6Yn1
固）1/a for n E N(ni).

Summing the last inequality from n1 ton - 1, we have

n-1
Yn'.S Yn1 + (anJl/a6.Yn1 芝 侶）-1/a

s=n1
'.S Yn1 + (an1)11°'6.yn渭a(n1), n E N(n1).

This proves the right half of the inequality in (2). If 6.yn < 0 for n E N(n1), then, since
叫.6yn严 = -an(-6.yn)汽 we see that

as(-6.ys)°2'.: an(-.6.yn)汽 S 乏 n E N(n1),
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or
-(as-)11°'公~Ys 2: -(an)11°'6.yn, s 2: n E N(ni).

Dividing (4) by (as)l/a and summing from n to j - 1, we have

j-1

Yn > Yn - Yi 2: - 固）1/a6.yn I:回）-l/a, j>n,
s=n

(4)

which, in the limit as j ----* oo, gives

郾 2: -(an)lfa6.y詡a(n), n E N(n1).

Combining (5) with the inequality

-(an)lfa 6.yn 2: -(anJl/a6.ynp n E N(ni)

which is implied by (4), we find

如 2: -(anJl/a6.yn渭a(n), n E N(ni).

This proves the left half of the inequality in (2).
A similar arg~ment holds if區} is eventually negative.

Lemma 1 shows that the following three types of asymptotic behavior are possible
for nonoscillatory solutions {Yn} of equation (1):

(5)

(I) lim Yn = constant -:/- O;
n--+oo

回
(II) nl~足In= 0 and·lim = oo;

n--+oo T/o: (n)

(III) lim IYnl = constant > 0.
n--+oo T/o: (n)

First, we characterize the type (I) solutions of equation (1).

Theoirem 2. A necessary and sufficient cond山on for equation (1) to have type (I)
nonoscillatory solution {Yn} is that

oo n-1
严 (~L IJ(s, c)l)11°'< oo

n=no s::..:n。
(6)

阮 some nonzero constant c.

Proof. (Necessity) Let 勗} be a type (I) solution of equation (1) which is positive
for n E N(ni). Then, there is a constant c > 0 such that Yn > c for n E N(n1). If
6.yn > 0 for n E N(n1), a summation of equation (1) shows that

CX) 00

L f (n, c) :::; L f (n, Yn+1) :::; an1 (6.yni)°'< 00
n=n1 n=n1
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from which (6) follows easily. If 凶Yn < 0 for n E N(n1), then summation of (1) gives

n-1I: f(s, Ys+i) = an1 (6Yn1严 - an(Lyn严 <a訊-Lyn)Q, n E N(n1) (7)
s=n1

or
（上団 f (s, Ys+l) 1/a :S -6yn,
an ）

s=n1
n E N(ni).

Summing the last inequality from n1 to j and using the fact that c1 ::; Yn ::; r.:2, n E N(n1),
for some positive constants c1 and c2, we see that

立 （上団 f (s, c1)) l/a ::; Yn1 - 的+1 < C2
ann=n1 s=n1

for any j > n1, which clearly implies (6).

Sufficiency. Suppose that the constant in (6) is positive and n2~n1 be large enough
so that

00 1 n-1
芷 （

1/a
—芷 f (s, c))~c/2.
ann=n2 s=n2

Consider the Banach spate Bn2 of all real sequences y =區}, n E N(n2) with the
supremum norm !!YII = supnEN(n2) IY卟 We define a subset of B匝 邸

S = {y EB匝：；三如 ~'n E N(n2)}.

Clearly, S is a bounded, closed and convex subset of Bn2. Now we define an operator
T:S-+B匝 as follows

n-1 s-1
乓 =c- 芝 (~ 芝 J(t, Yt+1)) l/o,

s=n2 t=n2
n E N(n2).

From the hypothesis this operator T is continuous, and for y E S, we have
C

2
- :s; Ty11 :s; c for n E N(n2).

Thus, TS~S. Therefore, by the Schauder fixed point theorem T has a fixed point
y E S. It is clear that c5區} is a positive solution of equation (1) and lim Yn =constant

71-+00

belongs to [c/2, c]. This implies that 伍} is a type (I) solution of equation (1). This
completes the proof.

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for equation (1) to have a type
叩I) nonoscillatory solution {yn} is that

t lf(n,CTJ。(n + 1)1 < oo (8)
n=no
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for some nonzero constant c.

Proof. (Necessity). Let 勗} be a type (III) solution of equation (1) which is
eventually positive. There are constants c1, c2 > 0 and n1 E N(no) such that

呵a(n)~Yn~c可a(n) for n E N(ni).

We may suppose that 6.yn < 0 for n E N(n1). From equation (1) we have
n-1
严 f(s,Ys+i)~引-6.yn)0, n E N(n1),
s=n1

which is obtained from (7). Combining the last inequality with the inequality

an(-6yn)°'~(Yn)a, n E N(n1)n。(n)

which is equivalant to (5), we obtain
n-1 n-1L J(s,C1TJ。(s + I))~ 芝 f(s, Ys+1)~(Yn)°'~ 魂 ， n E N(n1)
s=n1 s=n1 n。(n)

which gives (8) in the limit as n 弓 oo. A similar argument holds if區}is an eventually
negative solution of type (III) of equation (1).

Sufficiency. We may assume that constant c in (8) is positive. Let k > O be a
constant such that 2k~ 徑 and take n1 E N(no) so that

00I: J(n, (2k)11冗(n + 1)) :S k.
n=nl

Let Bn1 be the same Banach space as in the proof of Theorem 2. Define a subset S and
an operator T : S -+ Bn1 , by

S = {y E Bn1 : k1/°''17。(n)~Yn~(2k)11°'1]。伍 ）， n E N(ni)}
oo s-1

乓=L (~(k + L f(t, Yt+l)))·i;o, n E N(ni)
s=n t=n1

As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that T satisfies the assumptions of the
Schaudcr fixed point theorem. Hence, there exists y E S such that Ty= y, that is,

Yn=f口(k +辶'f(t,y玕 ,)))'1", nEN(n,)
s=n =n

From this equation, it follows that 區} is a positive solution of equation (1), and that,
by Stolz's theorem [2],

lim Yn = constant E (k1/a,(2k)11°'].
n-too T/a (n)
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Thus 區} is a solution of type (III) of equation (1). This completes the proof.
We next give sufficient conditions for the existence of a type (II) solution of equation

(1).

Theorem 4. The equation (1) has a nonoscillatory solution of type (II) if

f尸-l 1/a
an
芷 lf(s, c)i) < oo

n=no s=n。
(9)

for some nonzero constant c and

00I: 11(n,dry。(n + 1)1 = oo (10)
n=n。

for any constant d f- 0 with cd > 0.

Proof. Suppose that the c in (9) is positive. Choose k > 0 such that (2k)1la(r,。(no)+
1) :S c and let n1 E N(no) be large enough so that

f(上団 f(s, c)) 1/a ::; kl/a
ann=n1 s=n1

Let Bn1 be the same as in the proof of Theorem 3, and define a subset S and an operator
T: S-+ Bn1 by

S = {y E Bn1 : k1/°'TJa(n) ::; Yn::; c, n E N(n1)}
00

Tyn=芝 (f(k+ t竺 '.f(t,y圩 ,)))'I•, n E N(n,)
s=n

Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that the mapping satisfies the assumptions
of Schauder fixed point theorem. Hence there exists y E S such that Ty = y; that is,
{Yn} is a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1) satisfying lim Yn = 0. To see that,1-too
如
加 (n) --t oo as n --+ oo, we use Stolz's theorem [2] and (10) to obtain

6 n-1
lim Yn = lim Yn 1/a

= limn-too T/。(n) n-too 邙T/a(n) n-too (k+ 芷 f(s, Ys+d)
s=n1

n-1>」L型 (k+ 芷 J(s, kl/aTJa(s + 1))) l/a = oo.
s=n1

Example 1. Consider the difference eqution

f:::.i.(2An (/:::.i.yn严 ）十 2µny~五= 0, n EN (11)
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where y~訌= IYn+1 lf3 sgn Yn+1, and a > 0, (3 > 0, ,\ > 0 and Ji, are constants. Applying
Theorem 2 and 3 to this equation, we see that:

(i) Equation (11) possesses a nonoscillatory solution of type (I) if and only if Ji,< ,\;
(ii) Equation (11) possesses a nonoscillatory solution of type III (which behaves like

a constant multiple of 2曰/a)n as n---+ oo) if and only ifµ/)..< (3/a.
Theorem 4 implies that equation (11) possesses a nonoscillatory solution of type (II)

if f3Ia < 14,\ < 1.

3. Oscillation Theorems

In this section we study the oscillatory behavior of solutions of equation (1). In view
of the results of Hooker ane Patula [3] and Zhang [17], it is reasonable to expect that a
characterization of oscillation for equation (1) can be obtained under suitable additional
conditions on the nonlinear funciton f.

Definition 5. (i) The equation (1) (or the function f(n, u)) is said to be strongly
superlincar if there is a constant , > a such that lul--r f (n, u) is nondecreasing in u for
each fixed n E N(n0).

(ii) The equation (1) (or the function f(n, u)) is said to be strongly sublinear if there
is a positive constant , < a such that 丨ui--rJ(n, u) is nonincreasing in u for each fixed
n E N(no).

Theorern 6. Let equation (1) be strongly superlinear. All solutions of equation (1)
are oscillatory if and only if

f= lf(n, C'f/a(n + 1)1 = 00 (12)
n=n。

for every nonzero constant c.

Proof. The necessary part follows from Theorem 3. To prove sufficiency suppose
that equation (1) has a nonoscillatory solution {Yn}, say Yn > 0 for n~n1 E N(n0).
Then, either l:::.yn > 0 for n E N(n1) or D.yn < 0 for n E N(n1).

In the first case, it is easy to see that I:二 f (n, c1) < oo for some c1 > 0. Since
n。(n) -r O as n -r oo, there exists an integer n2 E N(n1) such that Yn~c可a(n) for
n E N(n2). Hence

f f(n,c1平 (n + 1)) < oo,
n=n2

which contradicts (12). If h.yn < 0 for n E N(n1), then by Lemma 1, there is a constant
C2 > 0 such that Yn 2 c2加伍）for n E N(n1).
By the strong superlinearity of f, we have

y-;;J.1f (n, Yn+1) 2: (c2TJ。(n + 1))-'Yf(n, C2f/。(n + 1)), n E N(ni) (13)
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for some constant,> a. We see the difference

鬪 －［—a上立 ·i-(,-司/rx} =': ac1勺(n,Yn+1)

where -an+I (6Yn+I严 < t < -an(6yn)严 Using (13) and (5) in (14) we have

6{-[-an(6yn严 )-(-y-a)/a} 2: ., : a [..:...an+l (6Yn+1)0千r/aY~+1Y;;,.l1f(n, Yn+1)

2 1: a (-an+l (6Yn+l严）--yfa(-an+l (6yn)°'·严X

成 (n + l)(c2TJ。(n + 1))一寸 (n, CzTJ。(n + 1)),-a= Cz1 J(n, CzTJa(n + 1)), n E N(n1)-
a

(14)

Summation of the above yields
n,-o:-c了芷 f(s,C2rJ(s + 1)) :S [-an(6Yn1严 ]-('Y-a)/a, n E N(n1)

a s=n1
00

which implies that E f(n, c可0(n + 1)) < oo, again contradicting (12). This completes
n=n1

the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 7. Let equation (1) be strongly sublinear. All solutions of equation (1) are
oscillatory if and only if

oo n-1
芷 （亡芝 lf(s,c)ll/a) = oo

n=no s=n。
(15)

for every nonzero constant c.

Proof. It is enough to prove sufficient part, since the necessary part follows from
Theorem 2. Let condition (15) holds and equation (1) has a nonoscillatory solution {Yn}
which is positive for n E N(n0).

If 6yn > 0 for n 2:: n1 E N(n0), then there is a constant c1 > 0 such that

立三 f(s, c1) < oo, and this together with the condition 茫 a~1 /0 < oo shows that
n=n1

oo n-1
芷 （亡芝 f(s, c1))

1/cx
5叫n1) (f J(s, c1)) < oo,

n=n1 s=n1 n=n1
which contradicts (15).

n-1
If 6.yn <. 0 for n E N(n1), then summation of equation (1) gives E f(s, Ys+i) :S

s=n1
an(-6.yn)°', nEN(ni) (cf. (7)) or eqmvalents

1 n-l
-6.yn 2: (—L f(s, Ys+1))110, n E N(n1)

an s=n1
(16)
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Since Yn 三 c2 for n E N(ni), for some constants c2 > 0, the strongly sublinearity implies

y;;}1f (n, Yn+1) 乏 c28f(n, c2), n E N(n1) (17)

for some 8 < a. Combining (16) with (17) and using the decreasing property of {y註 ，
we see that

n-1
-6.yn 乏 c;-8/aa~一 1/。（芷 ＾ 1/o,

Y~+1f(s, c2)
s=n1

）
n-1

乏 c;{)1°'a;;11°'y~~~(I: J(s, c2)f 1°',
s=n1

n E N(n1)- (18)

Now, we consider the difference 6(-(Yn)a-B/a);

伍 -8)6(-如）0 一8/a) = _ c8/a 6.yn
a

where Yn+I < t < Yn and {y11} is decreasing.
From (18) and (19) we have

6(-(Yn)a-8/a) > a 一 O n-1 1/a
_ a c;-8/aa;;_I/a昷鬪（芷 J(s, c2)) y二

s=n1

(19)

a-8 n-1 1/a
= c2 a

a
-8/a T严(L J(s,c2)

s=n1
) ，n E N(n1).

Summation of last inequality yields

a-8
a

c;-8/a~立 (!_ 三 J(i,c2)}1/a :s; (Yn1)伍-8)/a
s=n1 as

i=rii

for n E N(ni), which again contradicts (15). This complete the proof.

Example 2. Consider the difference equation

,6. (2)..7立謳）a*)+ 21my為1 = 0, . n EN (20)

which is the same as (11).
Let a < f:J. Then, by Theorem 6 all solutions of (20) are oscillatory if and only if

1.t/A 2: f3/a. Let a > (3. Then, by Theorem 7 all solutions of (20) are oscillatory if and
only if /L 乏 .\ .

Rem丑 The results of this paper generalize some of the results of He [4] and Zhang
[17]. Also the results of this paper generalize some of the results obtained in [10] in the
sense that here we do not require the condition an -r oo as n -r oo.
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